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                                             Paper I ( 60 Marks) 

                                            I- Vocabulary (15 Marks ) 

A) From a , b ,c and d choose the right word : (4X 1.5 = 6 Marks ) 

1 - I have read Ibn Battuta’s…………which included his sea adventures .  

 

         a. aspiration                                                        b. figure 

         c. account                                                            d. seminar 
 

2- I want to have…………..meat and fresh salad for my lunch today .  

  

         a. organic                                                         b. digestive 

         c. eatery                                                               d. grilled 
 

3- One can always ...............from the experience  of others . 

 

        a. benefit                                                         b. drill 

        c. evoke                                                                d. advocate 

4- It was……………..for them to produce large amounts of food . 

a. crammed                                                            b. atmospheric 

c.    public                                                              d. profitable 
 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:     (3X1 = 3 Marks) 
 

       ( cholesterol    -     embellished       -      slightly      –     consistently  ) 
 

5- We have been working ........................ for more than 12 hours .  

                                                                                                         
6- Most people nowadays suffer from high levels of....................in their blood. 

                                                                                                        

7- The streets will be .................during the celebration of the National day . 

                                                                                                     

C)From a,b,c,and d, choose the suitable definition for the underlined words:( 3x1)   

 

8- Obesity is so common nowadays among most children. 
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                   a- A small store selling fashionable items .                                                                  

                   b- Person of a particular kind , often important. 

                   c- Made with or containing unprocessed grain. 

                   d-The state of being unhealthily overweight . 

 

9- The main cause of arthritis is coldness and standing for long hours  . 

 

               a- The state of being diverse, variety. 

               b- A disease that causes painful inflammation and stiffness of the joints . 

               c- The ability or willingness to tolerate something  

               d- Producing a financial gain.  
 

10- Malnutrition is widely spread in Africa .  

 

              a- A hope of achieving something. 

              b- Having plenty of space 

              c- The lack of proper nutrition.  

             d- Extreme tiredness.    

  

 

 

D) Use three (3) of the following words in meaningful sentences:(3x1= 3 Marks)   

 

       (  objective     -  spacious     -   master     -   aspiration     -   relevant     )  

11- ………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

12- ………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

13- ……………………………………………………………………………….    
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II- Structures (10 Marks ) 

 

A) From a , b , c and d , choose the right word : (3X1= 3 Marks) 

 

14- I was born…………. The 23
rd

 of April 1987 . 

       

          a. on                                                                b. at                        

          c. in                                                                  d. for 

15- This hotel is ..........................one in this area .  

 

       a. comfortable                                                      b. more comfortable       

       c. most comfortable                                             d. the most comfortable 

 

 

16- ……………. Colour do you prefer, pink or yellow ? 

 

a. what                                                                b. which 

       c. why                                                                 d. who 

 

B) Correct the verbs between brackets: (3X1= 3 Marks) 

 

17- When I got up this morning , my family ( have ) ………………….breakfast.  

18- Plants ( absorb )……………….carbon dioxide from the air .  

19- We( advocate )………for building factories away from residential areas yesterday.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

C) Do as shown between brackets: (2X 2 = 4 Marks) 
 

         20- I live in a building  of  9 floors .               (Rewrite using a compound adjective) 

           ................................................................................................................................. 
 

         21- Hani bought a present for his brother on his success.                 (Ask a question  ) 

          ................................................................................................................................. 
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III- Language Functions  (15 Marks ) 

 

A) Write what you would say in the following situations: (5X2 = 10 Marks) 

 

22- You are asked about the cost of making an advertisement. 

............................................................................................................................. 

23- Your friend always fails his English exams. 

............................................................................................................................... 

24- You’re having lunch in a  crowded restaurant, someone is smoking . 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

25- Your friend asks you about your future plans after leaving school . 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

26- You and your friend planned to go shopping, but she doesn’t feel well . 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

B) Complete the missing parts in the following dialogue:    (2X2.5 = 5 Marks) 

 

27-A: How about visiting the National museum today ? 

     B: ......................................................................................................................... 

28-A: You can do it tomorrow .     

      B: ..................................................................................................................... 
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IV- Set Book Questions  (20 Marks ) 

 

A) Answer ONLY TWO (2) of  the following questions : (2X6= 12Marks) 

 

29- Most of your immune system is located within your stomach, and contains at least 

400 different types of bacteria. Probiotic drinks are a simple way of improving your 

immune system.                             ( Module 1 / Unit 1 / Lesson 1 / Pupil’s Book 12) 

a. How can probiotic drinks improve your immune system ? 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

     ……………………………………………………………………………… 

b. What can the bad bacteria lead to ? 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

30- It’s never been easier to eat healthily. Some might argue that fast food and high-

sugar snacks are easier and cheaper than eating healthily.(Mod.1/U.1/l.5/p15) 

a. Suggest things you can add to your diet to keep your mind and body in tip-top 

shape. 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

b. How does the recommended food intake in the food pyramid compare to your daily 

life ? 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

31-a.  In the United Nations meeting, the participants have called for the promotion of 

a culture of tolerance and mutual understanding and suggested that the best way to 

achieve this is through international and intellectual dialogue.    Explain . 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

b. The United Nations issued a stamp to show respect to the Islamic culture. 

Suggest other forms to do so . (Module 1/ Unit 2 / Lesson 2 / Pupil’s Book 19) 

…………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Literature Time : Three men in a boat – Jerome K. Jerome 

B)Answer ONLY TWO (2) of the following questions : (2x4= 8 Marks) 

32- In the first episode of the story, the three men decided to go on a river trip. One day 

before their trip began, their luggage was packed . 

a. Who did the packing  job ? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. Why did Harris make Jerome, the narrator, angry at times of packing? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

33- In the first episode of the story, packing the suitcases took all evening. And they 

still had to pack the food bags . 

a. Who packed the food bags ? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. Were Harris and George better at packing than Jerome? How do you know? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34- In the second episode of the story, George read out some pieces from the 

newspaper while the three men were having breakfast . 

a. What piece of news didn’t Harris and Jerome want to hear about ? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. Why didn’t Jerome believe in weather forecasts ? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

End Of Paper One 

 


